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ABSTRACT

The paper focuses on the importance of management development for senior personnel in surveying organisations. The paper introduces a set of Practice Management Guidelines which have been developed for the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). In addition, the paper introduces the application of a novel computer based business simulation to assist senior managers, in a number of surveying practices, to better understand the factors which influence the commercial success of their businesses.

The software enables senior managers to experiment and test out a range of alternative commercial scenarios by modelling the financial (and other) consequences of their decisions. The paper outlines the design of the model and also illustrates how the simulation has been used to help senior managers. In particular, the paper examines, using a number of case studies, how the simulation has been of benefit in a number of alternative formats including:

- As a brief introduction to the financial management of a surveying firm,
- As a means of illustrating, using a fictitious firm, the inter-relationships which exist between the variables which can be changed by a senior manager
- As a basis for a more strategic review of the impact of a number of decisions on a firm’s real performance, in this case using a model which replicates the structure and financial characteristics of the real firm
- In a distance learning basis where the software can be accessed over the internet and the impact of decisions assessed, and
- As part of an accredited post-graduate award in the management of professional practices.

The paper concludes by emphasising the growing need for senior managers in surveying practices, and increasingly, in government departments, to develop their skills in commercial leadership.

1. INTRODUCTION

For some surveyors the move into a management position (in either a private or public sector organisation) can be an unsettling and frustrating experience. Gone are the old certainties associated with advising clients on professional matters. In come the new challenges of dealing with increased levels of ambiguity, with fewer absolute rules to follow and even fewer ‘cast iron’ guaranteed solutions to management and business
dilemmas. Confronted with these circumstances the approach of many is to seek certainty - solutions which will work. As consultants we are regularly asked to ‘just tell us what to do’ usually associated with ‘and by the way we don’t need any of that theory stuff - just keep it simple’.

This paper examines some of our approaches to helping equip surveyors to deal with the transition into the messy world of management - without falling into the trap of seeking simplistic (and often inappropriate) solutions. To do so we will introduce a set of ‘Practice Management Guidelines’ - a set of key questions for those responsible for managing professional practices. We will also introduce the Practice Development Toolkit – a series of tools designed to help practitioners to undertake a health-check of their firm. The paper concludes by considering the applications of SURVSIM - a computer based simulation of a surveying firm.

2. SOME DIFFICULTIES WITH BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT ‘SOLUTIONS’

Solutions to business and management problems clearly exist. Libraries of books have been written on the ‘solutions’. Guru reputations have been made on the back of these ‘solutions’. Many consultancies have ‘surfed in’ on waves of the latest ‘fad solutions’.

So what is the problem? Well so often, whilst the solution works - it works only in the particular circumstances which were perceived by someone writing about it after the event. In that sense these ‘magic bullet solutions’ can be flawed in several ways;

- First, they will (and are) solutions to other peoples’ problems - solutions which (may have) worked in the unique cultural context of the circumstances as perceived by the person writing about the effectiveness of the solution.

- Second, ‘the solution’ is likely to be ‘kept simple’ and often described as a linear set of rational steps to be followed. The trouble is that for every complex business problem there probably is a simple solution - but one which is highly likely to be wrong! Complex business and management problems can rarely be ‘solved’ by one single set of actions. To be really understood the problem needs to be viewed in an overall context; including the non-rational political, emotional and ‘unwritten rules’ of the issue. Only by doing so can the impact of different solutions be considered. This is not to suggest that simplified models of reality cannot be useful in resolving business management problems - they are and can be. But they have limitations - which may be considerable.

- Thirdly, and linked to the second point is that the solution is likely to be one dimensional - a financial/work planning solution, a performance measurement solution, a new ‘strategy’ solution etc. Much less recognition is often given to the need for a more integrated approach one which recognises the ‘trade-offs’, ‘dilemmas’ and ‘deals’ which are necessary in order to implement any ‘solution’.

- Fourth, the ‘solutions’ which are offered will have been identified after the event. A degree of post hoc rationalisation will have taken place. The messiness
of the original situation will have been ‘forgotten’ - either inadvertently or to help fit the solution to the reality. A high degree of filtering and over-generalisation will have taken place.

3. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

One of the current themes in the management literature is the idea of ‘best practice’. Identify it, copy it/adapt it and implement it and, so the prevailing view seems to suggest, nirvana will follow. But is the concept of ‘best practice’ sensible? Of course, ‘very bad I don’t believe what I have just seen practice’ exists so perhaps ‘better or good practice’ might also exist - but ‘best’?

This dilemma was one which we faced after winning, in conjunction with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), a UK Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) ‘Skills Challenge’ award. The DTI funded a project to identify ‘best practice’ in the management of small to medium sized professional practices. The work was initially undertaken with 12 Managing Partners of firms of chartered surveyors, although subsequently the outcomes have proved to be transferable across the professional service sector (and more recently into public sector organisations employing professionals). Our challenge was to project manage a process which would synthesise ‘best practice’ and capture this for further dissemination.

Our initial approach involved a review of current definitions of ‘best practice’ in the field. In the process we uncovered several very useful frameworks. These ranged from the UK ‘Investors in People’ standards, the National Vocational Qualification standards for owner managed businesses and customer service, the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) model of quality, the US Baldridge award framework for business excellence and the International Standards Organisation (ISO) 9000 series of quality management systems. In addition we also uncovered several frameworks designed more specifically for the professions, including the Institute for Chartered Accountants In England and Wales (ICAEW) Practice Management Aims, the Surveying Society’s Practice Management Standards. All contributed to our thinking - particularly those which approached the issue from a self-assessment ‘diagnostic’ viewpoint, rather than from a more prescriptive ‘do this’ standpoint.

Out of this initial work with our collaborating partners we devised our own framework. Our aim was not to replicate what had already been produced. Intuitively we all recognised at the time that ‘prescription’, for all the reasons already mentioned, had its limitation. Our alternative approach focused around the identification of the key management challenges faced by the Managing Partners with whom we were working. From this we wished to uncover the critical questions which would help new partners/managing partners to better understand the nature of management in a professional practice.
4. THE RICS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FRAMEWORK

The framework we eventually used to synthesise the various strands of thinking identified by our partners is illustrated in Figure 1. The model illustrates the inter-linking between the various aspects of the process of managing either an entire practice or a business unit within a larger firm.

For each element of the model we worked to identify the most critical questions which the Managing Partners (and our own experience) as practitioners, managers, consultants and academics felt were of most relevance. The complete set of questions became a set of guidelines that have subsequently been published by the RICS (Kennie and Price, 1997). Details on how to obtain the full publication are provided in the references.

To illustrate the approach the following text is taken from the section concerned with leadership and culture.

4.1 Leadership and Culture

‘Professional Practices employ independent professionals: people who may even be more skilled in certain aspects of the job than those who ‘manage’ them. To lead such people it is not enough to simply be in charge, or to be ‘the final expert’ whose job is essentially professional quality control. Managers of professionals may perform both function but they also have to inspire, or incentivise, or cajole, or ........ these independent professionals to work together to achieve a common purpose. It is, as others have said before, like herding cats.

This guideline has seven elements. First is self-awareness and personal development. The leader who is aware of, and able to make allowance for, his or her own personal attributes is more likely to be able to accomplish the second element, understanding others and building effective relationships. Without such understanding it is unlikely that the leader can provide either a shared sense of purpose or develop a set of reward systems that lead to the achievement of the overall purpose. Reviewing performance objectively requires clear objectives. Self and peer understanding are also the
foundation for understanding the ‘informal’ myriad of subtle interactions which can govern many aspects of behaviour within the practice. A further characteristic of practice leaders is, we suggest, the ability to develop others and above all to stimulate change; to keep the practice responsive to its changing environment.

Some Critical Questions

4.1.1 How well do you know and develop yourself?
– How well do you know your personal aspirations from the practice? What are they?
– How well do you understand your preferred style of operating at work? What is it?
– How easy do you find it to question your assumptions about people and their actions?
– How easy do you find it to question your assumptions about business issues or problems?
– What personal targets have you set for your own continued development of self-awareness and interpersonal skills?
– When you decide on a course of action, how committed are you to taking personal responsibility for making it happen?
– How do you ensure your management actions set the example you would like to be followed?

4.1.2 How clearly do you understand others and the process of building effective business relationships?
– How well do you understand the aspirations of others, especially your clients, partners and employees?
– Do you fully understand what creates a sense of self-motivation in your fellow partners? What do you think they want to be famous for?
– What gets your employees out of bed in the morning and motivates them to work for you?
– How do you modify your style of operating and communicating to suit the needs of a particular task or to relate to others?
– How easy do you find it to listen to others and explore their point of view when the circumstances dictate?
– How easy do you find it to clarify and communicate your own point of view?
– How do you assess the level of diversity which is appropriate for the practice?
– How do you harness that diversity?

4.1.3 What shared ‘sense of direction’ do you provide?
– What shared sense of direction and common purpose have you established for the partners and the practice?
– Over what time-scale does the vision extend?
– How much involvement of other partners, or of staff, went into creating that vision?
– How do you check the degree to which the vision is shared by others in the practice?
– What actions do you take to communicate, maintain and reinforce the ‘vision’?
– How do you know the practice is ‘on track’?
4.1.4 What formal and informal performance review and reward systems exist?
- What formal systems exist for assessing people’s performance and aspirations?
- How do you clarify the specific goals/challenges/objectives for your fellow partners and staff?
- What actions and behaviours get rewarded in the practice? Are rewards based solely on seniority or are they related to all aspects of job performance?
- Does your reward system reinforce your practice strategy and encourage co-operation as opposed to competition between groups?
- How do you deal with under performers and those who ‘don’t fit’?

4.1.5 Do you understand the ‘culture’ and ‘unwritten’ rules of the practice?
- How would you characterise the culture of your practice?
- Have you considered whether it needs to change? If so, in what ways?
- What are the ‘unwritten’ rules which exist within the practice and which govern behaviour? Do some of these inhibit performance?
- If you could write the “Ten Commandments” for the practice, what would they be? How do they compare with reality?

4.1.6 What amount of time and effort do you spend on the development of others?
- How do you identify what capabilities and skills you will need in the practice for the future?
- How do you establish the needs of individuals for growth and development?
- How do you translate these needs into your succession planning processes?
- What proportion of your time do you devote to the coaching of your team members?
- How do you balance the needs of individual professionals for freedom and challenge with those of direction, constraints and constructive feedback?

4.1.7 How well do you stimulate changes to aspect of the practice’s operation?
- What mechanisms do you have in place for assessing the need for change. If you need to change how will you make it happen?
- How much time do you spend reviewing whether the practice’s plans and strategies are still appropriate to its current business environment?
- What are your current priorities for improving the practice’s business?
- How do you encourage the practice, and everyone in it, to continually or periodically question ways of doing things: in essence are they involved in a process, formal or informal, of continuous improvement?
- What example do you set when it comes to continual improvement and development?’

A similar set of questions exist for each of the other elements of the Practice Management Guidelines framework.
5. THE PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT

Following the creation of the Practice Management Guidelines a series self-assessment questionnaires have been designed to help Managing Partners undertake a health-check on different aspects of their firm. In some cases this also enables the firm to benchmark its performance against other professional service firms.

This ‘Practice Development Toolkit’ enables partners to evaluate 12 different aspects of its operations. For illustration to take two examples, the toolkit could enable partners to consider;

– **Strategy** – using the ‘Practice Strategy’ questionnaire partners can begin to explore each others perspectives on a wide range of issues encompassing aspects of where the firms is at present to what options and priorities exist for the future, or

– **Client Service** – using ‘Client Service Diagnostics’ partners (and others) can gain an insight into how the firm perceives its strengths in terms of service delivery against a model containing 19 dimensions of client service. This can be supplemented by further data gathering from selected clients using ‘Client Service – Your Views’.

The use of these diagnostic processes, supported by an experienced facilitator can be of considerable value in helping add structure to a partners retreat or conference.

By conducting a more rigorous analysis of the business issues they are facing the Toolkit can also help partners avoid the use of inappropriate solutions identified at the beginning of this paper.

6. SURVSIM – IT BASED SIMULATIONS OF SURVEYING FIRMS

The second tool we have developed is a computer based simulation which enables us to create tailored models which represent the characteristics of any surveying firm.

In this section of the paper we develop the argument in favour of using this approach and provide some illustrative examples of how the use of business simulations can be of real, practical value to surveying firms.

6.1 The Challenge

Suppose that, after years as a practitioner, a partner is asked to take a management role within the business. Suddenly, a skills base is needed with features far beyond that which years of professional practice will have developed.

So what extra skills does the practitioner need? First and foremost, the ability to understand the firm in a wider context. In one sense to see the firm as an organism; to understand all the factors and triggers which decide its shape, culture and performance. To be able to take the long view, yet retain flexibility as short and medium time scale issues evolve into new forms. To be able to understand the firms relationship with its external world.
This is the skill of overview, strategic vision, the understanding of context and how one variable affects the others. Sometimes called ‘helicopter vision’, it is often hard to acquire. A surveyor whose vision has been confined to a narrow specialism and short assignment planning horizon faces a considerable challenge of mental realignment.

There is also a need to understand finance and the manipulation of figures. This requires fluency in the numeric language, which is the lifeblood of any business. The concepts are easy to learn and are mainly common sense. Yet, many professionals believe they have a mental block, which acts against their acquisition of these skills. True understanding of numbers involves the ability to quickly relate sets of numeric data; to spot variances, to interpolate; to understand what they represent and the likely impact elsewhere.

A range of other skills will be needed, according to the management responsibility that our practitioner has taken on. These might be with in the area of people management, client handling, marketing, planning and systems work. Some of these may be skills that have already been at least partially developed during professional practice.

6.2 The Skills Development Challenge

How can partners be encouraged to develop helicopter vision and financial understanding? What can combat the relative narrowness and short-termism of professional practice?

Actually managing their own business, preferably sitting alongside experienced and able coaches, is the best method. Mistakes made while learning may, however, adversely affect the firm; but hopefully those in a supportive role can minimise the worst disasters. More difficult, is enabling the periodic review of the effects of decision making on all aspects of the business.

Appropriate ‘off-site’ training, such as exposure to Business School methodology can help. Finding a programme which strongly relates to professional service firms can be something of a challenge. However, the business school approaches of case studies, discussion with other professionals and functional specialist, plus lectures by academics with real business experience can kick-start the development of business holism.

SURVSIM combines the best features of both these methods by creating a highly realistic simulation containing all of the characteristics of a real business whilst at the same time enabling those participating to be coached by experienced management development specialists.

6.3 How Can IT Based Business Simulations Assist?

Most people learn best by doing. A good business simulation gets people to run what is apparently a real business. Not only do they learn how to analyse business information and make consequent decisions; they can try out strategies which would be too risky to try for real.
Simulations can enable people to play the game of running their own business. If the simulation is closely analogous to their current or past experience and accurately represents the culture and operating environment of that business, then their learning can be particularly fast and their absorption and concentration very high.

Well constructed simulations can also enable the development of ‘helicopter vision’; the ability to fully understand a business as an organic entity. Decisions made in one aspect of the simulated business will impact on other areas as they would in the real business.

But how close can we get to the real business? Users require that simulations simulate! In other words, they are most likely to accept and involve themselves in a simulation, which creates a close analogy with their working environment.

Providing simulation-based training where the tool replicates an industry other than that of the participants is normally not particularly successful. People are quick to reject that which is off the point, of low relevancy or simple flawed in its design. On the other hand a model which embraces many of the day to day business challenges facing practitioners can be a highly effective means of engaging partners (and others) in management issues.

6.4 SURVSIM and its Applications

SURVSIM is a PC based software tool, which enables the simulation of a business. If users wish, and if representative figures are available, SURVSIM can either be used to replicate the financial characteristics of an entire practice, a single department or practice group or alternatively it can be used to build an analogue of a practice.

SURVSIM can be used in several different ways:

- **Sensitivity Analysis**: demonstrating the impact which decisions have on profitability and their interaction with each other.

- **Simple Case Study**: showing how teams’ decisions would impact on profitability and other aspects of performance

- **Complex Case Study**: simulating the running of a practice over time, recording team’s decisions as they run the business and informing them of their results each period.

6.4.1 SURVSIM- Complex Case Study

A typical, recent application, of the use of SURVSIM has involved a project to develop the business skills of the key partners within a major international surveying firm. Supported by a detailed case study SURVSIM has been used to emulate the following decision making areas:

- Work to bid for in a competitive market
- Bid Price
- Job costing
– Fee-earner staff structure and remuneration
– Support staff structure and remuneration
– Chargeable time budgeting for fee earners
– All cost expenditure
– Capital Expenditures
– Cash Flow
– Level and type of borrowing
– Billing and debt collection efficiency
– Fee leakage through write-offs and bad debts
– The impact of discounting and loss-leading on fees
– Balance of in-house versus contract fee earning staff
– Utilisation levels of staff
– Penalties for over-utilisation
– The impact of marketing expenditure and activity on sales

The process of using SURVSIM involved the partners attending an intensive two day workshop during the course of which they ran a simulation of their own firm for a period of 12 months. Working in teams which represented the Management Board of the fictitious firm each partner was required to coordinate a different aspect of the firm's approach to management (e.g. Business Development, HR, IT, etc.). This had the added advantage of encouraging team working and the opportunity to consider the impact of team working on business success. Since each team was effectively competing with the other for business a degree of healthy competition existed - which had the added impact of deepening the participation of the partners.

Each group worked with PC-based performance reports, paper briefings, realistic bid situations, and an in-tray of issues which reflected many of the operational and strategic problems which can arise during a year in the life of a firm. These generic issues can also be supplemented by other matters which from discussions with a particular client it is agreed are worthy of inclusion in the simulation. In so doing the realism of the simulation can be heightened.

Over the course of the modelled year, the case study evolved as an external world changed, and their own decisions changed the shape of their firm. Realistic ‘mini-case studies’ enabled decisions to be made in ‘non-financial’ areas, such as those of marketing and people management.

As the simulation progressed the decisions made by each group were reviewed and the key lessons learnt identified. Tutor input sessions were also an integral part of the workshop and ensured that participants gained a detailed understanding of why certain decisions led to a particular outcome. A final session, involving the presentation of each firms strategy and decisions made provided a further reinforcement of the lessons learnt and there translation to the real world.

6.4.2 Case Study - Outcomes

The partners were all very enthusiastic as to the value of the programme they had participated in. All agreed that the process went well beyond the boundaries of a conventional training event. The event created an opportunity for them to review the
practice and perform numerous ‘what-if’ tests to assess the effect of different decisions on business performance, all in the safe environment of the simulation.

Their skills in holistically linking the financial and non-financial variables of the firm were also much improved. In addition they achieved a far more detailed understanding of practice finance and the real impact of different pricing and structural issues on financial performance. Their confidence in each other, their operation as a team and their ability to communicate were also enhanced. Finally the connections with their own firm were considered to be very close.

The project concluded by the creation of a monthly ‘Development Forum’ to enable the partners to continue to discuss many of the issues raised during the programme. Further one to one coaching sessions have also been arranged to create more detailed simulations of each practice group, enabling the translation of the concepts from the programme to be implemented in practice.

6.5 Post-Graduate Accreditation

A more recent development involving the use of SURVSIM has been the development of post-graduate accreditation where the programme is used as part of a wider development process. To complement the simulation, a comprehensive study guide has been written by the authors. This document and the simulation is currently in the process of being re-structured for delivery through the use of CD-ROM and web-based technologies.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have argued that managing a modern professional practice is not about applying imported solutions - solutions which have their origins in the wider world of corporate business. We suggest that the identification of some of the key questions facing a firm and its individual partners is essential. To help, we have provided a brief outline of three sources of potential assistance A set of Practice Management Guidelines; a toolkit for conducting a health-check on the performance of your practice and a computer based simulation to help demonstrate the impact of different business decisions on the performance of a firm. Rather than focus on ‘best practice’ we believe that more attention needs to be given to ‘better’ practice but more importantly to ‘better process’ - the means by which any ‘better/best’ practice can be implemented- but perhaps that is the subject of another paper…
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